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ABSTRACT: The paper is discussing an ongoing developing app, which serves two purposes. One is used to 

promote beginner readers' interests in a close reading of children's classics, such as "Anne with Green Gables." 

At the same time, this app can promote children's interests in programming in python. We utilized different 

visualization for word frequency of the literature to promote children's interest and text analysis with word 

clouds, bar charts, print able CSV files with word frequency, definition, and synonyms. Children can upload 

their drawing of figures from the novel to produce a word cloud. Besides, we will use this literature as a starting 

point to demonstrate to children how AI technology can aid text analytics and how to program to achieve this 

purpose. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Reading skills is essential in early children's development. Reading can help children in many ways, including 

gaining knowledge, enhance personal development and self-concept, experience pleasure, boost confidence to 

share with family and friends [6] [9]. Children's classic literacy can serve many purposes for children's academic 

development, such as reading comprehension, writing skills, speech, and foreign language.   [5] states that " 

parental literacy activities involvement and parental literacy expectations contribute more to children's literacy 

knowledge enhancement." 

 
The proposed app utilizesAI, such as natural language processing, data visualization on children’s classic 

literature toproduce both aesthetic appealing word clouds and “spatially grouped color-coding word 

cloud”improve children’s literature/reading comprehensionand facilitate children’s’ interest in children’s classic 

literacy. Parent can use this app to check readability and reading levels, and random print out the word list for 

children’s speech and story-telling activities. 

 

Bartram et al. state that "Communicating the right affect, a feeling, experience or emotion, is critical in creating 

engaging visual communication." [3] Word clouds serve not only as an aesthetic tool for textual information, as 

[1] pointed out that "Word clouds continue to be a popular tool for summarizing textual information, despite 

their well-documented deficiencies for analytical tasks. Much of their popularity rests on their playful visual 

appeal". However, based on the finding of Hearst et al., word cloud can also serve as a useful tool for 

understanding the underlying topics by adopting "white space separator and/or spatially grouped color 
coding."  Besides, the results of [3] [7] show that we can manipulate color and palette properties to achieve 

affective expressiveness even in the small sets of colors used for data encoding in information visualization. Our 

app can produce both aesthetic appealing word clouds and a "spatially grouped color-coding word cloud." 

 

II. IMPLEMENTATION 
In this project, we have been using open-source modules and libraries in python, including pathlib,imageio, 

wordcloud, text blob, nltk, pandas, CSV, and PIL, and NumPy. We first read the novel "Anne of the Green 

Gable" from https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/45 in the text format by pathlib into the program. 

 

For the text visualization part in the word cloud, using mask images can generate random word cloud images. In 

this application, we utilize four mask images from [2], one from 

https://amueller.github.io/word_cloud/auto_examples/masked.html,  and one from 6-year-old drawing based on 

her imagination of Dianna's character in "Anne of Green Gables."  Each word cloud displays the top 100 most 

frequent words from chapter 1, which excludes the stop word from 

https://gist.github.com/sebleier/554280.These top 100 words offer reading more context meaning regarding 

chapter 1. Also, a bar chart was displayed. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/45
https://amueller.github.io/word_cloud/auto_examples/masked.html
https://gist.github.com/sebleier/554280
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Figure 1. Mask Images. 

 

An image-based coloring scheme also is adopted in this application (figure 3) from 

https://amueller.github.io/word_cloud/auto_examples/colored.html#sphx-glr-auto-examples-colored-py. We use 

Image Color Generateor to generate the color of the word based on the average of the color of the source image 

in the same region as the word. 

 

The app writes to the CSV file the word, count, definition, and synonym. To achieve this, we use a loop iterating 

through all words of chapter 1. We also eliminate the stop words from https://gist.github.com/sebleier/554280. 

Also, "said" is removed in our program along with stop words. The list of definitions of all words is returned 

from the WordNet database [8]. 

III. RESULT 
This application can obtain various word cloud text visualizations, including figures 2-5. Figure 2 represents the 

top 100 frequency words with various shape input with five mask images shown in figure 1. Even these word 

clouds are not essential tools for literature study; they fascinate kids aged 6 to 10 in the experiment. After seeing 

this and listened to the first chapter, they tend to come back to appreciate these words cloud to identify 

character, settings, and themes.   They even utilize these word clouds as a tool to start their story writing. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Word Cloud images generated based on image masks in Figure 1. 
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In figure 3, we generated the first-word cloud image by using the same mechanics as figure 2. The second-word 

cloud image shows that the word color is the average color of the third image as a mask image in the same 

position. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3. word cloud based on an image-based coloring scheme. 
 

This app allows children to input the drawing of their imaginary image of characters to be image masks. Figure 

4 demonstrates the result of word cloud by using Dianna as an image mask with word color to reflect the 

image's average color. 

 
 

  Figure 4. Word cloud based on an image-based coloring scheme using a 6-year-old drawing as an image mask. 
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Figure 5 demonstrates the bar chart based on the rank of the frequency of words. Users can change the app's 

parameter to determine the number of words shown on the bar chart.  

 
Figure 5 Bar chart of top 20 frequent words. 

 

Our app generates a .csv file to reflect the unique words in chapter 1. We deleted the Stop words.  It shows that 

there is a total of 774-word s. Most long and big words only have the frequency of one. The file includes the 

definition and Synonyms of each of these words. These serve as handy tools for children to study vocabulary 

and better understand the text.Figure 6 shows the screenshot of part of printable word table. 
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Figure 6Screenshot of printable word table with definition and synonyms 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONAND FUTURE WORK 
This paper described a developing app to help young readers improve their reading skills in children's classics. 
This app can produce various aesthetic word cloud images to raise the young reader's interest. Besides, user can 

paint their image based on their imagination of characters in the literature to feed the app to produce their word 

cloud. A vocabulary table generated from the app includes the definition, and synonyms are an excellent tool for 

young readers. We are expanding the app's functionality to show the reading level and readability of the text, 

train the model by deep learning technique to write poems within the literature context, have conversations with 

users to aid users for literature anthology, and apply more interaction with the users. The app can also write 

stories based on randomly selected words, including settings, characters, from context to company the kids to 

write a story. 
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